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Decide what your
donation will make
possible in 2022.

Make a
Differ–
ence

Help shape the direction of
your State Art Gallery and
make a difference in our
community by voting for the
project you want to see at
AGWA next year.
These projects can only be
made possible with your
support.
Click here Exhibition Reel

Your impact
in 2021
The funds raised from Next Collective and Minderoo Foundation’s matched funding in
2020 enabled us to commission a new mural artwork for the AGWA foyer by Emerging
Australian First Nations artist Tyrown Waigana. Launched for the first time in November
2021, the new mural occupies the most prominent space in the foyer, bringing art right
to the front of the Gallery.
The foyer wall will be scheduled with ongoing artwork commissions, meaning the
AGWA foyer will display a new commissioned artwork every 6 to 12 months. The first
iteration of the foyer mural is a result of the Next Collective’s commitment to fund the
project, as voted by our Next Collective members.

Click here Artist Page

■ Tyrown Waigana Overgrown 2021 (detail). Acrylic paint, 500 x 680 cm. Purchased through the Art Gallery of Western Australia
Foundation 2021, with support from The Next Collective and Minderoo Foundation. Photo by Emma Cornwall.
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Project Pitch 1

Micro Fading Tester
Pitch from AGWA Conservation Department
Pitched by Kate Woollett, Senior Paintings Conservator, and David Graves
Senior Objects Conservator
Funding Required $44,000

What

The Micro Fading Tester (MTF) is an important conservation tool that tests an
artwork’s light sensitivity to determine how long it can be on display.

Why
This tool will improve public access of delicate artworks in the Gallery, by enabling
Conservation staff to better understand the limitations of the artwork within the
environment. It will generate important data on the sensitives of artworks, improving
our ability to protect them for future generations, and ultimately saving AGWA money
that would otherwise be spent on generalised conservation methods.

Details

Light is one of the most prevalent sources of energy responsible for catalysing the
chemical reactions that can cause deterioration or alteration in an object’s materials.
Light sensitive materials can include paper, feathers, furs, organic textiles, dyes, inks,
watercolour paints and certain organic pigments.
MTF is an all-in-one device with analytical software which tests an object’s light
sensitivity in-situ, non-contact, and non-destructive. The device exposes a small
surface area (less than 0.5mm in diameter) to a bright light source and monitors
the resulting colour change of this localised area in real time (around 10 minutes).
By tracking the extent of colour change during the test, the device can cease the
test before a visually perceptible change occurs, ensuring the process is virtually
non-destructive. Data obtained from the MTF allows for informed predictions of an
object’s sensitivity to light prior to display.
Without quantitative data, collection care professionals must estimate the appropriate
display lighting parameters for each object as well as their lifetime exposure limits.
This is typically accomplished through generalised classifications relating to a
material’s sensitivity based upon accumulated industry and anecdotal knowledge.
Unfortunately, this process cannot account for the fact that the actual deterioration
or change of an individual material typically depends on their unique physical and
chemical contexts and how much they have already deteriorated or changed.

The estimates currently relied on to establish an object’s light sensitivity, no matter
how conservative, will inevitably over-expose some objects and unnecessarily
restrict the display of many more, and for long duration exhibitions the high
rate of precautionary object replacements can be extremely expensive as well
as unnecessarily restrictive in terms of access and light levels. Furthermore, a
significantly more accurate object lifetime light exposure limit can be extrapolated,
and an appropriate display regime can be formulated to balance the object’s
accessibility with its preservation for future generations.

Key Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Improved protection for vulnerable objects as they can be identified with more
confidence.
Significant cost savings as objects are not unnecessarily rotated off display and
replaced simply because of assumed light-sensitivity.
Improved access and visitor experience as many objects can be safely left on
display longer and/or at higher light levels.
Increased display flexibility allowing the display of original documents that would
previously have been assumed to be too light sensitive.
Decisions can be based on data rather than fear, so preventive conservators need
only sound the alarm when absolutely necessary.

■ Micro Fading Tester tests an unknown artwork. Image credit anonymous.
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Project Pitch 2

Copyright Administrator
Pitch from AGWA Registration Department
Pitched by Colin Walker, Director
Funding Required : $30,000-$40,000

What

A new position of Copyright Administrator to be created within AGWA’s
Registration Department, to focus on the important work of managing the
reproduction of artworks.

Why
Increasing digital artwork reproduction is an essential part of our future vision for the
Gallery, to bring AGWA more fully into the digital age and enable us to better connect
with younger audiences across multi-media and digital platforms. In order to make
this happen, we need more staff with copyright expertise.
Click here Artist Page

Details
Recently AGWA has invested heavily in terms of output of art in different ways.
Artwork reproduction includes new documentaries, social media campaigns, products
in the AGWA Design Store, and publicly accessible publications such as the AGWA
Paper. In the creation of these materials, the Copyright Administrator role is vital. This
position will enable us to reach our goals of increasing our digital capacity, brand
reach, and connection with younger audiences.
Copyright law is governed by Copyright Act 1968, operating nationwide. This Act and
subsequent amendments gives practitioners control over the reproduction of their
work. Copyright is a set of rights which exists for a certain period of time in a range
of different types of ‘artistic works’, including paintings, drawings, sculptures, craft
works, photographs, engravings, buildings or a model of a building. Films, videos,
sound recordings, and textual material are also among the types of material which
copyright protects.

A Copyright Administrator at
AGWA would enable us to
•
•
•
•
•

■

Increase online artwork presence by continuing the project to publish Indigenous
works online and add more digitised works from the non-Indigenous collections
for the first time.
Manage external copyright requests for reproduction services for academics,
publications, cultural institutions, and media.
Manage internal copyright requests aiming to increase access to The State
Art Collection by facilitating digital content to our website, social media, and
marketing campaigns.
Increase revenue by managing commercial copyright licenses for the design and
delivery of a new range of AGWA products for sale at the Design Store.
Identify opportunities to improve procedures and compliances.

Screenshot of Tim Meakins video for The View From Here exhibition, 2021.

Project Pitch 3

Aboriginal Artist Workshops
Pitch from AGWA Indigenous Programs
Pitched by Clothilde Bullen, Curator and Head of Indigenous Programs
Funding Required : $30,000-$40,000

Pitch 3

What

Free workshops for Aboriginal artists, hosted at AGWA in collaboration with Artists
in the Black (arts law organisation), to impart new and invaluable skills in areas of arts
administration such as arts law, copyright, and more.

Why
Creating a safe, welcoming environment for the local Aboriginal artistic community
is integral to AGWA’s aims over the coming years. Providing enriching career
development opportunities for these artists is the first step AGWA hopes to take in
increasing our support and connection with this stakeholder group.

Details
AGWA is well-placed to lead arts best practice in WA by supporting our local artistic
communities, and particularly Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities
who may not have always been well-serviced by many state institutions in the past,
including our own.
This proposition aims to support the local Nyoongar artistic community to develop
sustainable skills in arts administration, which is often completely ignored as the
un-sexy but critical component of being an artist. This is important as there has been
almost non-existent support for Nyoongar artists in the past to develop this essential
range of skills – there is no Nyoongar art centre in Boorloo, Perth, such as there is in
remote communities across the country, and no specific degree program accessible in
Western Australia that is culturally safe for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists
to attend.

Local Nyoongar artists have asked for support and professional development across
a number of areas. These include arts law information, as it relates to Indigenous
cultural and intellectual property, public art, commercial contracts (particularly
with galleries) and how to collaborate with other artists, both non-Indigenous and
Indigenous.
Investing in this community answers a long-held need expressed by this group
directly about wanting to sustainably develop agency, practice, and skills, which then
supports these artists to achieve a level of economic independence. Framed similarly
to the Goldsmiths University, London, UK model from which this idea sprang, support
of this project allows us to enact world-leading best practice in creative and cultural
entrepreneurship.

■ Gallery view featuring Reko (Gwaybilla) Rennie OA WARRIOR II (pink) 2020. Neon, 195 x 80 cm. The State Art Collection, The Art Gallery of Western Australia. Purchased, 2020; and, Richard
Bell One more hour of daylight 2017-2019 (detail). Synthetic polymer paint on linen, three parts: 240 x 540 cm (overall). The State Art Collection, The Art Gallery of Western Australia. Purchased
through The Art Gallery of Western Australia Foundation: TomorrowFund, 2019. © Richard Bell, courtesy Milani Gallery, Brisbane.

2020–2021
AGWA’s first ever foyer mural wall by Emerging
Australian First Nations artist Tyrown Waigana.
2019–2020
Artist-led creative learning project for
independent artists and school children
with celebrated Australian artist Andy Quilty.
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